


OAK ARROW

She'll only come out at night
The lean and hungry type

Nothing is new, I've seen her here before
Watching and waiting

Ooh she's sitting with you but her eyes are on
the door

 
Oh here she comes

Watch out boy she'll chew you up
She's a maneater

@Oak_Arrow

"Man Eater"



RIFF

In a symphony of steps, life dances with
devotion. A tapestry of moments, a

breathtaking motion.
Hand cut collage finished on April, 2023

22.5 cm x 16 cm

@destroyxstairs

"Life In Motion"



DANILO CICERO

The desire of all but the commitment of none.
Digital collage.

@ByDaniloCicero

"The Desire of All"



MIME

MECA V1 is a high resolution scanned paper
collage. Mixing a portrait found in a fashion

magazine with visual graphics from a 80 year
old architecture book.

@mimeparis

"MECA V1"



NICOLA VILLA

Blended Collages is an ongoing project that
explores the transformative nature of collage
through a combination of image to image AI
processing from analog elements and post-
production techniques. 3000 x 4500 pixels

 

@nicolavilla5

"Blended Collage #01"



DMITRY MARTOVSKY

I'm exhausted and want to sleep, but I
can't sleep. The cycle of thoughtsis

twisted so much that it is impossible to
concentrate on any of them.

Fragments of visual images and words
add up to some kind of fuzzy picture

that haunts me. I want to sleep.

@DMartovsky

"The Emptiness Is Heavier
Than You Think"



OLGA ORNATA

This still life is very closely linked to everyday life, it is
constructed out of it. At the same time it is challenging

in its unrealness. I think that this is a cruical
characteristic of the world: to be a construction in which
elements can be reassembled; they can be sent into new
spheres of meaning; they can be hardwired into a new

whole, forming intrinsically new essences.

@olga_ornata

"Still Life in Red-coral Colors with a
Portuguese Football and a Fragment of

Ancient Chinese Carving /Analog Collage/"



LISA McKENNA

"Concrete Jungle" bursts with the energy of
seeing New York City through the eyes of my

son experiencing it for the first time. This
collage chaotically juxtaposes the street

photography we captured together alongside
nostalgic images evoking my own childhood
visits- tying together a sense of pure joy and

fun.

@TheArrowNorthCo

"Concrete Jungle"



MARIA DELGADO

Ultrasonic Wave is a collage that exxplores the
concept of the human body as a vibration

beyond our audible range, connecting us to the
larger vibrations of the universe and

highlighting our participation in a cosmic
harmony. It invites you to reflect on the unseen

and explore into the hidden depths of our
existence.

@MariaDelgadoN

"Ultrasonic Wave"



Jonsie27

A purely abstract paper and digital collage
in primary colours to reflect the movement

and fun of the circus.

@john_morseworks

"CIRCUS"



P. SANT'ANA

This analog collage was created using found
photos, textured paper, and neon post-its,

expressing how life can distort our memories of
cherished moments and make us question

ourselves.

@82dazai

"The World Is Funny''



MAS_ONE

Always searching for what's hidden beneath the
surface... Analog / Digital collage combining

fragments of found textures, papers, and
photography. 3490 x 4250 pixels

@mas__1ne

"Please Lift Here"



DOMINIC LaRICCIA

I created these mashup arrangements of figures
and bursting bouquets blooming together as one to
symbolize that we are all very much like a flower,
affected by our environment and in constant need

of being strengthened for us to grow.
I was fortunate enough to be blessed by my

mother's guidance, tenderness, and fortitude which
enabled my creative life to flourish. This collage is

not only dedicated to my mother, but to every
mother who is a blind believer in all that their

children dare to be. 

@sporkfineart

"Dare To Be"



DAVE KROVBLIT

To me, this image is powerful in so many ways.
Having a healthy heart is esssential to well

being. To have heart in life brings adventure
and accomplishments. A big heart, a loving

heart, a caring heart, is the most important of
them all. Try to listen and understand people. Be

caring and open to their situation. It's easy to
miss the beauty that exists in our differences.

Let all the experiences you have help your heart
grow big, happy, and healthy.

@davekrovblit

"Heart Growth II"



"The Chaos of Being"

LUCAS

The Chaos of Being is a series of
photographs taken from the images cut
during the process of collage but not yet

used. Sometimes the process is more
interesting than the final result.

@0xlucasribeiro




